
Historical Urban Ecological (HUE) data set 



! Baltimore, Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago, Cincinnati, New 
York, Philadelphia 

! 1830-1930 
! Components 
◦ Street Centerlines 
◦ Ward Boundary Histories 
◦ Ward level tabular data 
◦ Sewer & Water Infrastructure 
◦ Geocoded soldier residences 



! Urban health environment 
! Context for UA Data 
! Previous Data was limited 



! National Scale, large geographies: 
◦ NHGIS (Fitch and Ruggles 2003) 
◦ Great Britain Historical GIS Project (Gregory et al. 2002) 
◦ Belgium HGIS (De Moor and Wiedemann 2001) 

! Urban, single year: 
◦ Urban Transition Project, 1880 (Logan et al. 2011) 

! Urban, single city: 
◦ London, ON (Gilliland and Lafreniere, ongoing) 
◦ Montreal (Gilliland, Olson and Gauvreau 2011) 
◦ Alexandria, VA (DeBats and Lethbridge 2005) 



! Circa 1930 
! Very different from present day 
! Changes from 1830-1930 mostly additive 
! Single map source 
! Built from scratch or Census 2007 TIGER/Line files 
! Checked against USGS National Map orthoimagery and 

TIGERLINE files (15 foot tolerance) and Sanborn fire 
insurance maps 







! Circa 1930 
! Very different from present day 
! Changes from 1830-1930 mostly additive 
! Checked against USGS National Map orthoimagery and 

TIGER/Line files (15 foot tolerance) and Sanborn fire 
insurance maps 



! Redivision and annexing 
! Text descriptions and Maps 
! Built using our street centerline files 
! Idiosyncratic patterns 
◦ Manhattan doesn’t change after 1854 
◦ Boston and Baltimore CBD wards changed boundaries 











































! Categories 
◦ Crime 
◦ Disease 
◦ Municipal 
◦ Property 
◦ Vital Statistics 

! Data becomes more available over time 
! Currently available as Excel spreadsheets with lookup by 

variable, city, and year 





! To the street segment level 
! Sourced from annual reports with tables or written 

descriptions about sewer and water construction 
! Overlaid over street centerline files 







! Any address level location for soldiers in target cities 
◦ Census 
◦ Pension 
◦  Surgeon’s Certificates 

! Urban sample of Union Army soldiers 
◦ Baltimore – 1,411 soldiers 
◦ Boston - 1,689 soldiers 
◦ Chicago – 1,606 soldiers 
◦ New York + Brooklyn – 5,016 soldiers 
◦ Philadelphia – 2,949 soldiers  

! Any address level data can be geocoded using our street centerline 
files and sources 







! Uses GIS Data 
! Data can’t answer every question you want 
! Each city’s data is idiosyncratic 



! Interactions within HUE 
◦ Time series 
◦ Interactions between variables 

! Interactions with UA Data 
! Interactions with outside data 
◦ Geocoded data 
◦ Census linked samples 





! Carlos Villarreal - Long-run Impacts of Urban Growth 
! Allison Shertzer - Immigration and Cities 
! Hong, Cain, Villarreal - Intra-Urban Mortality 
! Trevor O’Grady - Spatial Institutions in Urban Economies 






